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ACI Sport and FIA certified formulas at the Misano start for the
2020 Championship

Finally, at the Misano World Circuit Marco Simoncelli the start of two championships
that lead to F1 from karting, the Italian F4 Championship powered by Abarth and the
Formula Regional European Championship certified by FIA

33 drivers are ready to start the Formula Regional European Championship certified by
FIA and the Italian F4 Championship powered by Abarth, for a long-awaited restart of
motorsport and which ACI Sport and WSK Promotion have wanted in every way to
confirm in the number of appointments of the 2020 calendar. Despite the many
difficulties due to the lockdown and with all the necessary rules for safety indicated in
the anti COVID procedures, the two formulas approved by the FIA restart, representing
the two official steps of the International Federation in the path from kart to F1 .

12 drivers on the Formula Regional line-up, two more than in the championship debut
last year and despite the difficulties generated by the COVID pandemic. A very high-
quality line-up, with drivers participating in important programs such as the Ferrari
Driver Academy and the Red Bull Junior Team, demonstrating F1 teams' great attention
to the only championship FIA by certified at this level.

There are 21 starters in the Italian F4 Championship powered by Abarth which, only
thanks to the quality of the championship, a world reference point among the entry
championships in formula competitions after the experience of karting, is able to
maintain a good level of participants despite restrictions which, also for the Italian F4,
have limited the participation of international teams and drivers.

The races will be broadcast live in English and Italian on Motorsport.tv, MS Motor TV,



acisport.it website, WSK Promotion F4 and F3regional websites and on the Facebook
pages of the two championships.

Details for the Formula Regional at Misano on: http://www.acisport.it/campissioni
/FormulaRegional/Misano

Details of the F4 at Misano on: http://www.acisport.it/campissioni/F4/Misano


